Testimony Bias Lingers Across Development Under Uncertainty
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Children have a powerful ability to track probabilistic information, but there are also situations in which young learners simply follow what another person says or does at the cost of obtaining rewards. This happens because reasoning capacities improve with age. Less attention has been paid to situations in which testimony bias lingers—one possibility is that children revert to a testimony bias under conditions of uncertainty. Here, participants (4 to 9 years old) searched for rewards and received testimony that varied in reliability. We find support for testimony bias beyond preschool-age, particularly for uncertain testimony. Children were sensitive to trial-by-trial uncertainty (Experiment 1: N = 102, 59 boys, 43 girls; the sample included nine Hispanic/Latinx, 93 non-Hispanic/Latinx participants, of whom six were Black/African American, seven were Asian American, eight were multiracial, 77 were White, and four indicated “other” or did not respond), and with uncertainty defined as a one-time, unexpected change in the testimony (Experiment 3: N = 129; 68 boys, 61 girls; the sample included 12 Hispanic/Latinx, 117 non-Hispanic/Latinx [10 Black/African American, four Asian American, nine multiracial, 103 White, and three “other”]). However, the impact of the testimony bias decreased with age. These effects were specific to the testimony coming from another person as opposed to resulting from a computer glitch (Experiment 2: N = 89, 52 boys, 37 girls; five Hispanic/Latinx, 80 non-Hispanic/Latinx, of whom one was Black/African American, three were Asian American, 15 were multiracial, 66 were White, and four did not report race). Taken together, these experiments provide evidence of a disproportionate influence of testimony, even in children with more advanced reasoning skills.
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Children are powerful learners. Whereas adults can make inferences and predictions based on coherent and structured knowledge about the world that is formed over time, early learners must begin formulating their knowledge of the world based on uncertain information. But what patterns of evidence do children rely upon to learn most effectively about the world? Children are not solitary learners: They attend to and follow other people, allowing them to acquire information faster than if they had to discover the same information independently (Buchbaum et al., 2011; Harris, 2012; Harris & Koenig, 2006; Jaswal & Konrad, 2016; Sobel & Kushnir, 2013). However, overreliance on others can lead children to discount or ignore their own observations or hypotheses, a phenomenon termed testimony bias (Jaswal, 2010). It appears to be the case that early learners have a robust capacity to accurately track and structure statistical information from their environments, but also that children will follow what other people say and do, even when input from others conflicts with their own experience and leads to worse outcomes. The testimony bias has been largely examined in children preschool-age and younger; here, we examined this phenomenon in older children who have had more experience with the world and more developed knowledge structures. Our goal was to better understand the conditions under which input from others can enhance or interfere with children’s learning.
2- and 3-year-old children were tasked with locating a ball after observing it being dropped into an unfamiliar apparatus that would allow the ball to end in multiple locations. Children overwhelmingly chose the location suggested by an adult despite seeing the ball end up in another location; when asked the location of the ball in the absence of input from an adult, children named the correct location. These types of studies reveal that attending to information from another person may lead children to discount their own sensory experience, preempt children’s exploration of alternative hypotheses, or undermine other aspects of learning (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Gweon et al., 2014; Schulz & Bonawitz, 2007). Less is known about how development changes the balance of children’s individual learning versus learning from others.

With increasing experience over development, children become more discerning in their use of social information. By 4 to 5 years of age, children favor information provided by those who appear accurate, reliable, knowledgeable, and intelligent, as well as those who have access to relevant information (e.g., Birch et al., 2020; Buchsbaum et al., 2011; Corriveau et al., 2009; Einav & Robinson, 2011; Koenig & Harris, 2005, 2007; Kushnir et al., 2008; Pasquini et al., 2007). Additionally, when children of this age have the opportunity to evaluate another person’s reliability against their own observations, children reduce their trust in that person as an informant (Bridgers et al., 2016; Ronfard & Lane, 2018; Ronfard et al., 2017). Therefore, there is strong and consistent adult supporting the view that part of what makes children good learners is that they become active in selecting and weighting social and experiential input in acquiring knowledge about the world (Hermes et al., 2018, 2019; Shafto et al., 2012; Sobel et al., 2010; Sobel & Kushnir, 2013).

Less attention has been paid to situations in which older children, who typically rely on more rational reasoning, might revert to reliance on social cues, as typical of younger children. One such situation, which affects people of all ages, is when testimony comes from a group (Asch, 1951; Haun & Tomasetto, 2011). When individuals are faced with group testimony that runs counter to their own observations, they tend to defer, even if it means selecting a nonoptimal or incorrect solution. Another more general condition in which children appear to have difficulty choosing between sources of evidence is when there is a high degree of uncertainty. For example, preschool-age children will abandon their chosen label for an ambiguous object (e.g., a pen morphed with a toothbrush) in favor of a label provided by an informant (Li & Yow, 2018). Moreover, when preschool-age children were asked to guess the color of the collar that would appear on different dogs, they were able to use both the base rates of their own experience and the suggestions of an adult witness who was reliable; however, when base rates and testimony conflicted, children discounted their own probabilistic reasoning and followed the informant’s recommendation (Gualtieri et al., 2020). In Gualtieri and colleagues’ (2020) study, when the informant tended to be inaccurate, children reverted to reliance on their own observations. Thus, because children show selectivity and balancing of information, questions arise regarding developmental changes in children’s cognition.

Prior studies have suggested that uncertain outcomes lead preschool-age children to revert to a testimony bias. Here, we expanded previous work by investigating whether uncertainty in social input (in addition to the outcome) influences reliance on testimony. We also examined the stability of this effect in preschool through school-age children. To do so, we adapted a probabilistic learning task (Plate et al., 2018), in which children successfully learned the locations of rewards and maximized reward receipt from probabilistic information. In the present research, participants similarly searched differentially rewarded locations, but prior to selecting, they received nonverbal testimony (i.e., a pointing hand) regarding the location of the reward. Although much research on selective trust has focused on verbal testimony, most commonly in the context of word learning (see Sobel & Finiasz, 2020 for a review and meta-analysis), children often experience nonverbal forms of testimony. For example, technology provides increasing opportunities for people to express advice, ideas, and opinions nonverbally via social media and online learning platforms (e.g., Antheunis et al., 2013; Freberg et al., 2011; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). This testimony is often signaled through a visual marker (e.g., a thumbs-up) and can be provided by individuals or groups familiar or unfamiliar to the learner. Additionally, children encounter learning materials with visual markers (e.g., an image of a child who proposes a strategy for solving a problem in a textbook; Riggs et al., 2015, 2017) intended to convey importance or advice (Magner et al., 2014; Rey, 2012).

In Experiment 1, we varied the degree of testimony certainty by manipulating the likelihood that the testimony suggested the correct location of a reward, which allowed us to examine (a) the degree to which participants relied on the testimony, (b) how the reliability of testimony influenced the reward children received, and (c) the strategies children used to obtain rewards. In Experiment 2, we asked whether a nonsocial cue would influence choices similarly to those made based on testimony. In Experiment 3, we introduced uncertainty as a one-time, unexpected change in the reliability of the testimony to explore whether bias to trust in testimony is further influenced by the type of uncertainty (i.e., persistent vs. time-limited). Across experiments, we tested the following hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1 (H1):** Under conditions of high uncertainty, children will show testimony bias (i.e., they will over-rely on the testimony at the cost of the reward).

**Hypothesis 2 (H2):** High uncertainty will elicit testimony bias in older children, even though children as young as 4 years are able to locate reward in this task using probabilistic reasoning.

**Experiment 1**

Experiment 1 included three between-subjects conditions in which a confederate’s testimony indicated a reward location that varied in the level of certainty. Conditions were the reliable condition, in which the testimony frequently indicated the location that would be rewarded on each given trial; the unreliable condition, in which the testimony infrequently indicated the rewarded location; and the mixed reliability condition, in which the testimony indicated the rewarded location on half of the trials. First, we measured overall agreement with the testimony and whether the probability of choosing the location suggested by the testimony changed across trials. Second, we examined whether condition affected participants’ ability to obtain rewards. Third, we used a modeling approach to classify the types of strategies children used. Finally, we calculated the weight attributed to these strategies.

We designed both the reliable and unreliable scenarios to present little uncertainty: Either the testimony was a good indicator of the underlying reward, in which case one should follow the
suggestions, or it was a poor indicator of the reward, in which case one should ignore the suggestions. However, the mixed reliability condition introduced a higher degree of uncertainty. The relation between the testimony and the reward was not predictable: On any given trial the testimony could suggest the correct location or an incorrect location. This trial-by-trial uncertainty stood in contrast to the reliable and unreliable conditions in which one could be reasonably certain that the testimony would either suggest the correct location (reliable condition) or suggest an incorrect location (unreliable condition). We expected that the mixed reliability condition would present an opportunity to observe the testimony bias. We predicted that participants would continue to select the suggested locations more often than chance (i.e., the frequency with which the confederate suggested the correct location) and, as a result, garner fewer rewards. We tested children ages 4 to 9 years so as to include preschool-age children (for whom there is already evidence of a testimony bias; Gualtieri et al., 2020; Jaswal, 2010; Jaswal et al., 2010) as well as older children.

Method

Participants

Participants were English-speaking children residing in a medium-size city in the midwestern United States. Participants were recruited through a database of families who had previously expressed interest in participating in research studies, flyers/ads placed in the community, or via social media. The sample included 102 children ages 4 to 9 years (the sample included nine Hispanic/Latinx and 93 non-Hispanic/Latinx participants, of whom six were Black/African American, seven were Asian American, eight were Latinx and 93 non-Hispanic/Latinx participants, of whom six were girls; 34 children were in the unreliable condition (19 boys, 15 girls); 21 children in the reliable condition (13 boys, 8 girls). Parents of child participants gave informed consent, and children chose a prize after participating.

Procedure

The experimenter brought the participant to the waiting room and explained that the participant would play a computerized game where the goal was to find gold coins hidden behind rocks (adapted from Plate et al., 2018). The participant met a confederate (who, unbeknownst to the participant, was a research assistant in the lab). Most confederates were White women. Participants were told that the confederate had played the game once before and would provide suggestions about which rock to choose throughout the game. The experimenter also explained that the confederate would play the game in another room and would not be able to see the participant’s choices. The participant and confederate then proceeded to two separate testing rooms situated across a hallway from each other. We did not include details about the confederate’s involvement aside from saying that she would provide “suggestions” to the participant. Our intention was for the context to be ambiguous to make all three conditions of the experiment plausible. For example, if the confederate had an explicit goal of “helping” the participant or had a lot of experience with the task, it may have been particularly surprising, and perhaps less believable, when the confederate frequently suggested unrewarded locations. Similarly, because children are sensitive to myriad cues related to an informant’s competence (e.g., Buchsbaum et al., 2011; Coriveau et al., 2009; Einav & Robinson, 2011; Koenig & Harris, 2005, 2007; Kushnir et al., 2008; Pasquini et al., 2007), we limited the participant’s interaction with, and information about, the confederate in order for the participant to glean reliability information from the task statistics alone.

Following a practice phase (see the online supplemental material for details), an icon meant to suggest that the participant’s computer was connecting to the confederate’s computer appeared on the screen (“Waiting for Player 2...”). Additionally, during this time, the experimenter went to the confederate’s testing room to “set up.” Specifically, the experimenter entered the confederate’s room and asked the confederate if they remembered how to play the game (a conversation that could be heard by the child across the hallway with both doors open) before closing the door to the confederate’s room. After approximately one minute, the experimenter left the confederate’s room saying “good luck” to the confederate. After 30 s, text that read “Player 2 ready. Please wait for experimenter.” appeared on the participant’s screen. The experimenter returned to the participant’s room, wished the participant good luck, and instructed the participant to begin the game by clicking the mouse. The simple set-up proved to make the confederate’s involvement in the game believable to participants. None of the children tested indicated doubt about the confederate.

There were two blocks of 100 test trials, separated by a break. At the start of each test trial, eight rocks appeared on the screen with equal spacing along a horizontal line (see Figure 1, Panels A through D for the experimental task). Before participants were allowed to respond, a pointing hand indicated the confederate’s suggestion. (The task was programmed such that participants were unable to respond prior to seeing the confederate’s suggestion.) When participants selected the correct location on a trial, a coin appeared in place of the rock they selected. When participants selected an incorrect location on a trial, a red “X” appeared in the chosen location and the coin was revealed in the correct location. After completing the task, participants answered questions about the game, the confederate who provided testimony, and the strategy they used during the game (results for participant responses are presented in the online supplemental material).

Design

From left to right, the following probabilities defined the likelihood of a coin appearing at the eight possible rock locations on any given trial (i.e., Location 1 = 0%, Location 2 = 0%, Location 3 = 5%, Location 4 = 10%, Location 5 = 70%, Location 6 = 10%, Location 7 = 5%, Location 8 = 0%). To make all participants’
experiences statistically equivalent, the outcomes were predetermined to ensure a match to the location probabilities across trial blocks (i.e., in each 100-trial block, Rock 5 was rewarded on exactly 70 trials, and Rocks 4 and 6 were rewarded on exactly 10 trials). Participants were not shown the probabilities; the probabilities had to be learned via experience with the task.

The choices of the confederate (i.e., the underlying distribution of the confederate’s choices, see Figure S1 in the online supplemental material) varied across three conditions, and participants were randomly assigned to one of these conditions. In the reliable condition, the confederate suggested the correct rock 90% of the time; in the unreliable condition, the confederate suggested the correct rock 10% of the time; in the mixed reliability condition, the confederate suggested the correct rock 50% of the time. Participants were not told about these probabilities. All other task specifications remained constant across conditions. We conducted analyses in R (version 3.6.3; R Core Team, 2019) and used the tidyverse package (Wickham et al., 2019) for data organization, lme4 package (Bates et al., 2012) for linear and mixed effects models, and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) for visualization. The experimental task, de-identified data, and analysis script are available on Open Science Framework: https://osf.io/ey4ut/.

Results

Agreement With Testimony

First, we compared participants’ overall agreement with the testimony and the testimony’s true reliability (see Table 1). We found evidence of a testimony bias in both the unreliable and the mixed reliability conditions, as participants relied on the testimony to a greater extent than the reliability would recommend. Next, we examined participants’ likelihood of agreeing with the testimony across condition, age, and time using a logistic mixed effects model. We regressed participant response (1 = followed suggestion, 0 = did not follow suggestion) on the interaction between condition (mixed reliability as referent), age (continuous, mean-centered), time (i.e., trial number, mean-centered and divided by 10 to facilitate convergence) and all lower order effects. We included a by-participant random intercept and a by-participant slope for time. Our reported effects include odds ratios (OR), which indicate by how much the odds of agreeing with the confederate’s suggestion increase (OR > 1) or decrease (OR < 1) with each one-unit increase in the independent variable of interest, and we include 95% confidence intervals around the ORs. There was an effect of condition (4.09913, p < .001; see Figure 2). Participants were more likely to follow the suggestions of a reliable, as compared with a mixed reliability, confederate (b = 2.446, p < .001, OR = 11.546, 95% CI [7.291, 18.285]). Participants were also more likely to follow the suggestions of a mixed reliability confederate as compared with an unreliable confederate (b = 2.276, p < .001, OR = 9.735, 95% CI [6.236, 15.197]). This effect is qualified by a condition by time interaction (χ²(2) = 409.913, p < .001; Figure 3 top left). Participants increased their agreement over time in the reliable condition (b = .200, p < .001, OR = 1.221, 95% CI [1.154, 1.291]) and decreased their agreement over time in the unreliable condition (b = -.050, p < .001, OR = .951, 95% CI [.928, .975]); however, agreement did not change over time in the mixed reliability condition (b = .014, p = .395, OR = 1.014, 95% CI [.982, 1.046]). All other effects in the model were not significant.

Reward

We next examined whether uncertain testimony impacted participants’ ability to obtain rewards. To do so, we ran the model discussed in the preceding text, with likelihood of finding a gold coin as the dependent variable (1 = found coin, 0 = did not find coin; see the online supplemental material for effects of age and time). Participants found the most coins in the reliable condition, followed by the mixed reliability condition; participants found the
fewest coins in the unreliable condition ($\chi^2(2) = 487.603, p < .001$; reliable versus mixed reliability $b = 1.810, p < .001, OR = 6.113, 95\% CI [5.005, 7.468]$; mixed reliability versus unreliable condition $b = .239, p = .018, OR = 1.270, 95\% CI [1.042, 1.547]$). However, the main effects were qualified by a condition by time interaction ($\chi^2(2) = 21.703, p < .001$; see Figure 3, bottom left). Although participants in all three conditions improved their reward receipt over time (reliable: $b = .066, p < .001, OR = 1.068, 95\% CI [1.046, 1.092]$; mixed reliability: $b = .021, p < .001, OR = 1.021, 95\% CI [1.011, 1.032]$; unreliable: $b = .062, p < .001, OR = 1.064, 95\% CI [1.046, 1.082]$), there were relatively greater gains over time in the reliable and unreliable conditions as compared with the mixed reliability condition ($bs = .043$ and .041, $ps < .001$; $OR = 1.044, 95\% CI [1.022, 1.066]$ and $OR = 1.042, 95\% CI [1.021, 1.063]$, respectively). These results converge with the results measuring agreement with the confederate’s suggestions. Participants are less able to increase their reward receipt over time considering uncertain testimony.

Children’s Use of Strategies

To better characterize response patterns, we examined the strategies participants used. In past research, participants who completed this computer task without testimony transitioned over time from a suboptimal strategy (i.e., probability matching = choosing each option at the rate it is rewarded) to an optimal strategy (i.e., maximizing = choosing the most highly rewarded option; Plate et al., 2018). Here, we were interested in participant strategy use in the presence of testimony. Therefore, we assessed the extent to which individual participant choices were best captured by one of five different possible models of choice behavior. In brief, the first model was a probability-matching model. Participants were expected to choose each option in proportion to the probability that each location had been observed to be correct up to the current trial. The second model was a maximizing model. Under this model, participants were expected to choose the option that had been observed to have the highest probability of reward up to the current trial. The third model was a testimony-matching model, in which the participant’s distribution of choices was expected to be the same as the confederate’s distribution of choices. The fourth model was a testimony-following model, in which participants were expected to choose the option suggested by the confederate (this model can be thought of as maximizing on the confederate’s suggestions). The final model was a random choice model, in which there was an equal and constant probability of the

---

**Table 1**

Comparison of Overall Participant Agreement With Confederate Reliability for Experiments 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Testimony reliability</th>
<th>Participant agreement</th>
<th>$r^2$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Cohen’s $d$</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreliable</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>6.696</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>[18, 24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed reliability</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>[59, 71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>1.652</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>.108</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>[90, 95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreliable</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>[17, 20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed reliability</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>.472</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>[46, 59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>-1.354</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.186</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>[79, 92]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. A post hoc sensitivity analysis using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) for a one-tailed t test, error probably of .05, power of .80, and sample size of 29 (i.e., the smallest group in the study) reveals a critical $t$ value of 1.70 and effect size $d$ of .47.

---

Note. Model predictions and participant-level data. Error bands represent standard error of the estimates. Points represent individual participants averaged across trials. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
participant selecting each of the eight options. (For full model
details, see the online supplemental material.)

To address what approaches children across the different condi-
tions used, we measured participants’ use of the strategies
described in the preceding text. To do this, we determined the log
likelihood of each participant’s set of choices across the experi-
ment by summing the log probabilities of the choices given the
probability structure across rock locations and testimony consid-
erg each participant’s past trial experience and the model being
evaluated. We regressed the log likelihood on condition (mixed
reliability condition set as the referent), model (testimony follow-
ing as referent), age (continuous, mean-centered), and all possible
interactions with a by-participant random intercept.

There was an interaction between model (probability matching,
maximizing, testimony following, testimony matching, and random
choice) and condition ($F(8, 396) = 117.557, p < .001$; see Table S2
in the online supplemental material for all pairwise comparisons
and Table S3 for the percentage of participants best fit by each strat-
egy). Most participants in the reliable condition were best fit by the
testimony-following model (97%), which was the optimal strategy
for obtaining reward in this condition. Most participants in the unre-
liable condition were best fit by the probability-matching model
(85%), suggesting that they were making choices based on the
underlying reward distribution (although they were not using the
optimal strategy of maximizing given the reward distribution). Finally,
the participants in the mixed reliability condition were best
fit by either the probability-matching (44%) or the testimony-follow-
ning (50%) model. In the condition with the most uncertainty,
participants were not using an optimal strategy (maximizing).
Moreover, half of the participants were simply following testimony.

**Weighting of Testimony**

To better understand how participants were using each of these
strategies, we examined a mixture model that included both proba-
bility matching and testimony following because these were over-
whelmingly the strategies used by participants. One key aspect of
the mixture model was that the mixture itself was not constrained
to be a perfect average of the given two models at hand (i.e., 50%
probability matching, 50% testimony following). Instead, the fit-
tting procedure involved finding the best-fitting weighted average
of the two models (e.g., if a participant’s choices were largely con-
sistent with testimony following, but occasional choices were
more consistent with probability matching, this might produce a
final mixture with weights of 90% testimony following, 10% prob-
ability matching). Examining the specific weight participants
attributed to the testimony-following model versus the probability-
matching model thus provided critical insight into how children
used the testimony and underlying reward cues.

**Figure 3**

*Likelihood of Agreeing With the Testimony/Cue (Top Row) and the Likelihood of Reward (Bottom Row) for Each
Experiment 1 and 2*
We regressed the weight attributed to the testimony-following model on condition (mixed reliability as referent), age (continuous, mean-centered), and their interaction. When comparing the weight given to the testimony-following model against that given to the probability-matching model within the mixture model that considered both, there were effects of condition, $F(2, 96) = 181.981, p < .001, \Delta R^2 = .776$, and age, $F(1, 96) = 9.179, p = .003, \Delta R^2 = .020$, which were qualified by a marginal condition-by-age interaction ($F(2, 96) = 2.994, p = .055, \Delta R^2 = .013$; see Figure 4). A sensitivity analysis for a linear multiple regression using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) with $\alpha = .05$, power = .80, sample size = 102, and number of predictors (5) specifies a critical $F$ value of 2.31 and effect size $f^2$ of .13; the critical $F$ value was exceeded for the effects described above, $f^2$ was exceeded for the effect of condition (condition, $f^2 = 3.79$; age, $f^2 = .10$; condition by age, $f^2 = .06$). Examining simple slopes for the relation between participant age and weight attributed to the testimony-following model, participant age mattered in the mixed reliability condition: weight attributed to the testimony decreased with age (unreliable: $b = -.009, p = .629$; mixed reliability: $b = -.051, p = .003$; reliable: $b = .005, p = .759$). Therefore, younger participants had more difficulty disengaging from the testimony under uncertainty. In contrast, participants in the unreliable condition attributed little weight to the testimony, regardless of age. As would be expected based on strategy use, participants in the reliable condition attributed great weight to the testimony, again regardless of age.

Discussion

Experiment 1 provides evidence for testimony bias in middle childhood. Across the full sample, children over agreed with the testimony both when the confederate was reliable and when the confederate was unreliable. However, when the testimony predictably provided poor recommendations (unreliable condition), children reduced their trust over time, resulting in greater improvement of reward receipt over time. On the contrary, participants facing a higher degree of uncertainty in the testimony (mixed reliability condition) did not change their use of that cue over time and improved relatively less in their reward receipt over time. This pattern of results points to the idea of uncertainty not just influencing overall choices, but also influencing the learner’s ability to flexibly adjust choices over time.

We did not find age differences in likelihood of agreeing with the testimony. We did, however, find that children attributed less weight to the testimony-following strategy with age. That children attributed less weight to the testimony-following strategy with age provides a hint of how older children could be working to overcome a testimony bias. Namely, by first moving away from a strategy that is reliant on input from another. Nevertheless, participants across the age range continued to be disproportionately influenced—to some degree—by the testimony. One piece of supporting evidence for this idea is the finding that participants did not use the optimal, maximizing, strategy. Participants in the unreliable condition were best fit by the probability-matching model—not the maximizing model. The only condition in which children demonstrated optimal choice behavior was when receiving testimony that was highly reliable (note that because the reliable testimony was correct 90% of the time, always following this testimony was a better strategy than employing the maximizing model, which would be correct 70% of the time). Taken together, the results from Experiment 1 indicate that uncertainty affected children’s ability to disengage from testimony and subsequently enact optimal choice behavior.

One account of participants’ performance is that they were operating under a testimony bias. Another possibility, however, is that children’s performance in Experiment 1 is the result of having two cues (the testimony and the rewarded location) to track. Tracking multiple cues may create difficulty for discerning the best strategy more generally. Therefore, we conducted Experiment 2 to better understand how children consider cues that are not social.

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 provided evidence consistent with a testimony bias (i.e., participants overrelying on the suggestions from the confederate) in a condition with high uncertainty. However, in order to have confidence that the pattern of behavior was a result of receiving testimony from another person, we replicated the method

Figure 4
Weight Attributed to the Confederate/Cue’s Suggestions by Age and Condition for Experiments 1 and 2

![Graph showing weight attributed to testimony and cue's suggestions](image)

Note. Model predictions and participant-level data. Lines are point estimates from linear model with the interaction between condition and participant age, and lower order effects. Error bands represent standard error of the estimates. Points are individual participants’ weights. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
of Experiment 1, with the exception that we provided “testimony” (i.e., a cue) that was not associated with a social agent. We predicted that fewer participants would continue to follow the cue in the mixed reliability condition of Experiment 2 (compared with Experiment 1). Such a finding would be in line with research showing that infants use social, but not nonsocial, cues in uncertain learning situations (Tummeltshammer et al., 2014). We were also interested in whether children would continue to probability match, instead of maximize, in the unreliable condition. It may be that children would more readily disregard a nonsocial cue, which might facilitate more time to transition to maximizing.

Method

Participants

The sample included 89 children ages 4 to 9 years (five Hispanic/Latinx, 80 non-Hispanic/Latinx, of whom one was Black/African American, three were Asian American, 15 were multiracial, 66 were White, and four did not report race or ethnicity). Children were recruited from the same community as Experiment 1; none of the children had participated in Experiment 1. Thirty-one children were in the reliable condition (19 boys, 12 girls, $M_{\text{age}} = 7.118, SD_{\text{age}} = 1.779$), 29 children were in the unreliable condition (17 boys, 12 girls, $M_{\text{age}} = 6.898, SD_{\text{age}} = 1.671$), and 29 children were in the mixed reliability condition (16 boys, 13 girls, $M_{\text{age}} = 6.986, SD_{\text{age}} = 1.577$). There were no differences in child age ($p=.877$) or gender ($p=.891$) by condition. An additional 17 participants were excluded because they ended the experiment before all trials were presented. The Institutional Review Board approved the research. Parents of child participants gave informed consent; children gave verbal assent. Children chose a prize after participating.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. The cue signaling the suggested rock was an image of neutral-colored pixels (see Figure 1, Panel E) arranged to approximate the shape and size of the pointing hand from Experiment 1. Second, we revised the instructions of the task to remove any suggestion that the cue was social. We told participants, “You might notice that sometimes you can see these funny shapes. They’re from the computer, and I’m not sure why they’re showing up.”

The reasoning behind the change in the instructions was to emphasize the nonsocial nature of the cue. There are difficulties in designing paradigms to contrast social and nonsocial information, particularly in probabilistic learning tasks. Perhaps most difficult is that there is a tendency for individuals to view patterned behavior as social in nature (Heider & Simmel, 1944). Further, children have shown increased knowledge about, and interactions with, technology that might bias them to see a computer cue as having some social characteristics. For example, children in kindergarten and second grade do not readily differentiate between teachers and information from the Internet when seeking knowledge (Wang et al., 2019). To make the present paradigm convincingly nonsocial, we devised an explanation for the cue that discouraged social attributions.

Results

Agreement With the Cue

In comparing participants’ overall agreement with the cue with the cue’s reliability, participants only over-agreed with the cue in the unreliable condition (see Table 1). From the logistic regression, there was an effect of condition ($\chi^2(2) = 257.195, p < .001$, reliable versus mixed reliability: $b = 2.392, p < .001, OR = 10.928, 95\%$ CI [6.623, 18.033], unreliable versus mixed reliability: $b = -1.709, p < .001, OR = 1.81, 95\%$ CI [.110, .297]; see Figure 2), and an effect of time ($b = .027, \chi^2(1) = 3.758, p = .053, OR = 1.028, 95\%$ CI [1.000, 1.056]), which were qualified by a condition-by-time interaction, $\chi^2(2) = 66.538, p < .001$ (see Figure 3, top right). There was a relatively greater change in agreement over time for the reliable and unreliable conditions as compared with the mixed reliability condition ($b = .119, -.058, ORs = 1.126, 95\%$ CI [1.080, 1.175], and $94.4, 95\%$ CI [.907, .982], $ps < .005$, respectively). Taken together, testimony bias was not present in the condition with the highest uncertainty (the mixed reliability condition), however, participants still failed to update their behavior over time in this condition.

Reward

The effects of condition ($\chi^2(2) = 206.013, p < .001$, reliable versus mixed reliability: $b = 1.48, p < .001, OR = 4.392, 95\%$ CI [3.423, 5.635], unreliable versus mixed reliability: $b = -.189, p = .137, OR = .827, 95\%$ CI [.645, 1.062], time ($b = .038, \chi^2(1) = 20.554, p < .001, OR = 1.039, 95\%$ CI [1.022, 1.056]), a condition by time interaction ($\chi^2(2) = 6.924, p = .031$, reliable versus mixed reliability: $b = .031, p = .011, OR = 1.032, 95\%$ CI [1.007, 1.057], unreliable versus mixed reliability: $b = .007, p = .585, OR = 1.007, 95\%$ CI [.983, 1.030]; see Figure 3, bottom right) were consistent with the findings discussed in the preceding text. Additionally, there was a condition by time by age interaction, $\chi^2(2) = 11.293, p = .004$. Whereas children across ages improved to receive high reward in the reliable condition, children showed more marked improvement with age in those conditions (reliable vs. mixed reliability: $b = -.018, p = .017, OR = .982, 95\%$ CI [.968, .997]; reliable vs. unreliable: $b = -.024, p = .001, OR = .977, 95\%$ CI [.963, .991]). Therefore, older children show less evidence of a testimony bias influencing reward receipt when the cue is not social in nature.

Children’s Use of Strategies

We assessed the same five strategies as in Experiment 1. Most participants in the reliable condition were best fit by the testimony-following model (81%). Most participants in the unreliable condition were best fit by the probability-matching model (83%). Contrary to Experiment 1, the majority of participants in the mixed reliability condition were also best fit by the probability-matching model (69%; 21% fit by the testimony-following model; omnibus interaction between model and condition $F(8, 344) = 72.252, p < .001$, pairwise comparisons in the online supplemental material), again suggesting reduced reliance on the cue.

Weighting of the Cue

There was an effect of condition such that participants attributed more weight to the cue in the reliable condition and less weight to
Comparing Experiments 1 and 2

To better unpack the differences in how the social testimony and nonsocial cue influenced participant behavior on the task, we directly compared Experiments 1 and 2. There were no differences in participant age (p = .795) or gender (p = 1) by experiment.

Agreement With the Testimony/Cue. We regressed likelihood of choosing the suggested location on condition, age, and experiment (nonsocial = -.5, social = .5) with by-participant and by-time random intercepts. There was a main effect of experiment (b = .603, χ²(1) = 8.065, p = .005, OR = 1.827, 95% CI [1.205, 2.769]), with overall greater likelihood of taking the suggestion when the cue was supposedly coming from another person (i.e., testimony in Experiment 1). There was also an effect of condition (χ²(2) = 700.206, p < .001; reliable vs. mixed reliability: b = 2.053, p < .001, OR = 7.788, 95% CI [5.797, 10.464]; unreliable vs. mixed reliability: b = -1.927, p < .001, OR = 0.146, 95% CI [0.108, 1.195]) and a condition by age interaction, χ²(2) = 8.646, p = .013. The interaction pattern shows that with increasing age, participants better distinguished between the reliable and mixed reliability conditions (b = .255, p = .004, OR = 1.290, 95% CI [1.084, 1.534]). Overall, these results point to a testimony bias that is stronger to social testimony (as opposed to a nonsocial cue).

Reward. In addition to main effects of condition (χ²(2) = 619.984, p < .001; reliable vs. mixed reliability: b = 1.620, p < .001, OR = 5.056, 95% CI [4.315, 5.923]; unreliable vs. mixed reliability: b = -0.211, p = .009, OR = 0.809, 95% CI [0.691, 0.948]) and age (b = 0.073, χ²(1) = 4.533, p = .033, OR = 1.076, 95% CI [1.006, 1.151]) there was a condition by experiment interaction, χ²(2) = 6.961, p = .031. Participants earned relatively more reward in the reliable condition (vs. mixed reliability, b = .346, p = .032, OR = 1.414, 95% CI [1.030, 1.940]), unreliably (b = .386, p = .016, OR = 1.471, 95% CI [1.075, 2.014]) in Experiment 1 (social testimony) as compared with Experiment 2 (nonsocial cue). In other words, it appears that overreliance on the testimony (as opposed to the nonsocial cue’s placement) in the unreliable and mixed reliability conditions negatively impacted reward receipt.

Strategy Use. We compared the proportion of participants who used the testimony-following model in each condition across experiments. Exactly zero participants used the testimony-following strategy in the unreliable condition in both experiments. Marginally, a greater proportion of participant were best fit by the testimony-following model in the reliable condition of Experiment 1 versus Experiment 2, χ²(1) = 3.281, p = .070. A significantly greater proportion of participants used the testimony-following strategy in the mixed reliability condition with testimony, compared with the nonsocial cue, χ²(1) = 4.468, p = .034, providing evidence of a testimony bias under uncertainty that is particularly robust in response to a social cue.

Weighting of Testimony/Cue. To compare the weighting of strategies, we regressed the weight of the testimony-following model (within the mixture model including testimony following and probability matching) on age, condition, experiment, and all interactions. Several effects emerged. In addition to main effects of age (b = -0.046, F(1, 179) = 8.774, p = .003, ΔR² = .013) and condition (omnibus: F(2, 179) = 232.446, p < .001, ΔR² = .682; unreliable vs. mixed reliability: b = -.355, p < .001; reliable vs. mixed reliability: b = .414, p < .001) that were consistent with Experiment 1, there was a main effect of experiment, again suggesting that more weight was attributed to testimony as compared with the nonsocial cue (b = .196, F(1, 179) = 14.191, p < .001, ΔR² = .021). The main effects were qualified by a condition by age interaction suggesting that participants decreased the weight they attributed to the suggestions in the mixed reliability condition with age, but age did not influence behavior in the unreliable or reliable conditions (omnibus: F(2, 179) = 4.489, p = .013, ΔR² = .013; simple slopes: unreliable [b = -.008, p = .615], mixed reliability [b = -.046 p = .003], reliable [b = -.017, p = .239]). Finally, though not statistically significant, there was a marginal condition by experiment interaction, F(2, 179) = 2.474, p = .087, ΔR² = .007, reflecting the pattern such that there were greater differences in weight attributed to testimony versus the nonsocial cue in the mixed reliability condition. A sensitivity analysis for a linear multiple regression using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) with α = .05, power = .80, sample size = 89, and number of predictors = 5 specifies a critical F value of 2.32 and effect size f² of .15; the critical F value and f² were exceeded for the effect of condition (f² = 1.88).

Discussion

In general, participants were more likely to select a suggested location in the social experiment as compared with when the cue was nonsocial. Particularly when the cue was mixed in terms of its reliability, children attributed more weight to the testimony and used a strategy that relied on this information (i.e., they followed the confederate’s suggestions). When the cue was not social, children primarily focused on the underlying reward. Therefore, the distinction between the testimony and nonsocial cues was contingent on the uncertainty of the environment.

The idea that testimony guides behavior under uncertainty whereas nonsocial cues do not is consistent with research with infants (Tunmelshammer et al., 2014). Specifically, infants directed their attention to a never-rewarded location on a computer screen when that location was cued by a person, but not when it was cued by an arrow. Additionally, the results from the current research suggest that the ability to disengage from a social cue in order to obtain higher reward increases with age. Notably, this age-related finding was absent in the nonsocial experiment, providing a hint that testimony’s effect may be present later across development. In all, the comparison with a nonsocial experiment provides support for the idea that there is a lingering effect of a testimony bias that appears to be—at least in part—unique to uncertain social information.
Experiment 3

When the testimony was characterized by trial-by-trial uncertainty, as in the mixed reliability condition of Experiment 1, weight to the testimony-following strategy decreased with age. A comparison with a nonsocial cue provided evidence that the social nature of the uncertain cue impacted strategy use. Yet, there may be more than one way in which testimony can present uncertainty, for example testimony can change unexpectedly. In Experiment 3, we presented conditions in which testimony unexpectedly changed from being reliable to being unreliable or vice versa. In general, we expected that children would be able to flexibly update their behavior in this changing social environment, particularly given how well distinguished the conditions of Experiment 1 were in terms of agreement with the testimony and because children as young as 3 years of age will decrease their trust in verbal testimony after a seeing evidence that an informant’s claim was incorrect (Hermansen et al., 2021). We were primarily interested in whether age might influence flexibility. In Experiment 1, weight to the testimony-following model decreased with age when the testimony only sometimes indicated the correct reward location. Additionally, adults were better at detecting a one-time pattern change in a probability-learning task than 4–six-year-old children (Stirling et al., 2018). Further, individuals use minimal information to make trait-level attributions about social agents (Uleman et al., 2008), and children who are younger than 5 years of age are less accurate when making predictions about a social agent’s future behavior because they are not able to readily incorporate consistency cues (Bosevski & Lee, 2006). Based on preschool-age children’s difficulty adapting to changing information and their bias to trust in testimony, we reasoned that younger children might attribute more weight to testimony that is reliable early in the experiment even if that reliability changes over time. We predicted that older children would become more likely to follow the testimony if the confederate had previously reliably indicated the rewarded location, even if that confederate currently provided unreliable suggestions. Such a difference may not be present when interacting with initially unreliable testimony. Experiment 2 suggests that children will monitor information sources, even when they have no reason to expect that they will be useful. Therefore, we predicted that, even if participants did not use the testimony in the first half of the experiment, they would be sensitive to the change in reliability and update their choices accordingly.

Method

Participants included 129 children ages 4 to 9 (12 Hispanic/Latino, 117 non-Hispanic/Latinx, of whom 10 were Black/African American, four were Asian American, nine were multiracial, 103 were White, and three chose “other” or did not report race) who did not participate in Experiments 1 or 2. Nine additional participants were excluded for not completing the task (n = 6) or experimenter error (n = 3).

The design, procedure, and data analysis approach were the same as Experiment 1, with the following exceptions: First, in Experiment 3, the conditions included reliable—unreliable (i.e., testimony indicated the correct rock 90% of the time for the first 100 trials and 10% of the time for the second 100 trials, N = 63, 31 boys, 32 girls, $M_{\text{age}} = 6.938, SD_{\text{age}} = 1.691$) and unreliable—reliable, that is, testimony indicated the correct rock 10% of the time for the first 100 trials and 90% of the time for the second 100 trials (N = 66, 37 boys, 29 girls; $M_{\text{age}} = 7.068, SD_{\text{age}} = 1.630$). There was no difference in participant age ($p = .531$) or gender ($p = .328$) by condition. There was no break or any other change in the experiment that would draw participant’s attention to the change in reliability. As in Experiments 1 and 2, we examined likelihood of choosing the suggested location, likelihood of finding a coin, participant strategy use, and weight attributed to strategies.

Results

Agreement With Testimony

We regressed whether the participant chose the rock that was indicated by the testimony on condition (unreliable—reliable = −.5, reliable—unreliable = .5), age (continuous, mean-centered), task half (first half = −.5, second half = .5), and all possible interactions. We included a by-participant random slope for task half and included a by-trial random intercept. The interaction between condition and age was significant ($b = -.126, \chi^2(1) = 4.140, p < .001, OR = .881, 95% CI [.848, .916];$ observed power via simr (Green & MacLeod, 2016) was 100.00%, 95% CI [98.17, 100.00]; see Figure 5, Panel A). For participants in the reliable—unreliable condition, likelihood of agreeing with the testimony decreased with age ($b = -.061, p < .001, OR = .941, 95% CI [.915, .967]$), whereas in the unreliable—reliable condition, the likelihood of agreeing with the testimony increased with age ($b = .073, p < .001, OR = 1.075, 95% CI [1.046, 1.106]$). In sum, younger participants were more strongly influenced by the initial testimony both in the reliable—unreliable and unreliable—reliable conditions.

In addition to the condition-by-age interaction, there was a main effect of condition ($b = .373, \chi^2(1) = 122.018, p < .001, OR = 1.452, 95% CI [1.359, 1.551]$) and condition by half interaction ($b = -.580, \chi^2(1) = 586.893, p < .001, OR = .003, 95% CI [.002, .005];$ see Figure 5, Panel B), indicating greater differences between conditions in the first, as compared with the second, half of the experiment. There was also a main effect of half ($b = .237, \chi^2(1) = 3.877, p = .049, OR = 1.268, 95% CI [1.001, 1.606]$), the greater likelihood of agreement with testimony in the second half of the experiment).

Reward

There were numerous effects on reward. First, a main effect of condition ($b = .080, \chi^2(1) = 7.392, p = .007, OR = 1.084, 95% CI [1.023, 1.148]$, indicated that participants obtained more reward when the testimony was initially reliable. A main effect of age ($b = .102, \chi^2(1) = 130.898, p < .001, OR = 1.108, 95% CI [1.088, 1.127]$), showed that reward receipt increased with age. The main effects were qualified by condition by age, ($b = -.038, \chi^2(1) = 4.523, p = .033, OR = .963, 95% CI [.930, .997]$), and condition by half interactions ($b = -.726, \chi^2(1) = 390.577, p < .001, OR = .024, 95% CI [.017, .035]$). The condition by age interaction suggests that there was a relatively smaller difference between conditions in likelihood of finding coins across age. The condition by half interaction shows greater differences between conditions in the first, as compared with the second, half of the experiment.
Children’s Use of Strategies

We regressed the log likelihood fit on condition, model, task half, and possible interactions. We included by-participant random slopes for model and task half. The three-way interaction was significant, $F(4, 508) = 731.109, p < .001$. Prior to the switch in testimony reliability, most participants who received reliable testimony were best fit by the testimony-following model (92%), whereas participants who received unreliable testimony were best fit by the probability-matching model (79%). Post switch, participants changed their strategy. Most participants who initially received reliable testimony, but now received unreliable testimony, were best fit by the probability-matching model (68%). Participants who initially received unreliable testimony, but now received reliable testimony were best fit by the testimony-following model (80%). When comparing participants who received reliable testimony either in the first half or second half of the experiment, there was no difference in the proportion of participants who were best fit by the testimony-following model ($p = .094$); similarly, no difference in proportion of participants receiving unreliable testimony fit by the probability matching model based on the first or second half of the experiment ($p = .247$).

Weighting of Testimony With an Unexpected Change

Finally, we examined the weight attributed to the testimony-following model and tested whether weight was influenced by initial experience (i.e., receiving reliable testimony initially or receiving unreliable testimony initially) and age. There was a main effect of condition ($b = .097, F(1, 125) = 12.568, p < .001$; greater weight was attributed to the testimony-following model in the reliable—unreliable condition). This effect was qualified by a condition by half interaction ($b = -1.20, F(1, 125) = 485.318, p < .001$) consistent with the pattern described in the preceding text. No other effects or interactions were significant ($p$s > .1). Because task half is a repeated measure, we used simr (Green & MacLeod, 2016) to estimate the minimum effect size (defined as the unstandardized coefficient) to achieve 80% power, which was .078 (power = 83.50%, 95% CI [77.62, 88.36]) for the effect of condition (actual condition coefficient = .097; observed power for effect of condition = 97.00%, 95% CI [93.58, 98.89]) and .16 (power = 82.50%, 95% CI [76.51, 87.50]) for the interaction between condition and half (actual condition half coefficient = −1.20; observed power for effect of condition by half = 100.00%, 95% CI [98.17, 100.00]).

Discussion

Here we tested uncertainty, which we defined as an unexpected change in testimony. Whether encountering reliable testimony following a period of unreliability or vice versa, participants readily adjusted strategies to match the uncertain, changing environment. However, younger participants continued to be influenced by the initial testimony as revealed by the difference in young children’s likelihood of agreeing with the testimony by condition (an effect that decreased with age). Therefore, younger participants again appeared to be more influenced by the uncertainty—as was also seen in the mixed reliability condition of Experiment 1—and had difficulty adapting to the changing environment as compared with older children.

The influence of initially unreliable testimony also decreased with age. There is some research to support the idea that younger children are more influenced by inaccuracy, though this research suggests that children should be sensitive to the degree of inaccuracy by 4 years of age (Pasquini et al., 2007) and others have found

Note. Model predictions and participant-level data. Lines are point estimates from logistic mixed-effects models with the interaction between condition and participant age, and lower order effects. Error bands represent standard error of the point estimates. Points are individual participants’ proportion of choices that followed the confederate’s suggestion by age (Panel A) or task half (Panel B). Panel A: Likelihood of agreeing with the confederate’s suggestion by age and condition in Experiment 3. Panel B: Likelihood of agreeing with the confederate’s suggestion by task half and condition in Experiment 3. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

Figure 5
Likelihood of Agreement With the Confederate’s Suggestion by Age (Panel A) and Task Half (Panel B) for Experiment 3
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children as young as 4 years to be sensitive to uncertainty (McLoughlin et al., 2021). However, it is possible that the complexity of the task (e.g., multiple probabilities to track across many trials) prolonged the developmental trajectory. Together, these results hint at the possibility that young children have a more general bias to be influenced by initial testimony—be it reliable or unreliable. However, the age findings should be interpreted with caution for two reasons. First, the effect sizes are small, warranting replication with sample sizes chosen a priori that provide sensitivity to test for the effect. Second, without a nonsocial comparison, we cannot assert that these patterns are caused by the social nature of the cue. Because age-related differences in flexible updating have been found in nonsocial contexts (Starling et al., 2018), it is possible that age-related differences are primarily driven by executive function, memory, or other cognitive skills that track with age. Nevertheless, Experiment 3 provides evidence that children can and do update their choices and strategies in the face of a one-time change in testimony.

General Discussion

The aim of the present research was to investigate whether under conditions of high uncertainty, children would show testimony bias (H1) and whether, even though children as young as 4 years of age can solve this task on their own using probabilistic reasoning, high uncertainty would elicit the testimony bias among older children (H2). Consistent with our prediction, participants over-relied on testimony in a condition with high uncertainty and failed to use an optimal strategy to obtain reward. In Experiments 1 and 3, we also find support for the idea that testimony continues to influence choice-behavior beyond the preschool years. Though, when testimony is uncertain, impact is inversely related to age. Younger children appear to be especially sensitive to initial testimony and have relatively more difficulty updating their behavior. This finding stands in contrast to other research suggesting that younger children are particularly flexible in their ability to update beliefs in light of extant evidence (e.g., Gopnik et al., 2017; Lucas et al., 2014). The developmental differences observed here may represent a special case of interference in uncertain environments when testimony diverges from another source of, also uncertain, information.

Unpacking Strategy Use

One unexpected finding was that children who received unreliable and mixed reliability testimony or nonsocial cues did not transition to maximizing (i.e., exclusively choosing the highest rewarded option, the pattern of results observed in children in Plate et al., 2018, who were tested in the absence of an additional cue). Maximizing would be the optimal strategy in both the unreliable and mixed reliability conditions. Participants failed to maximize even though they were not following the cue’s suggestions and were relying on the reward distribution (probability matching). However, previous research has also shown reduced rates of maximizing when the statistics of the task are made more difficult to distinguish (Plate et al., 2018).

Several explanations are plausible for participants’ failure to maximize. First, perhaps participants simply did not have enough trials to capture maximizing in this task. Given that children typically probability match for a period of time prior to maximizing, it is possible that the addition of a second source of information required a prolonged period of probability matching prior to transitioning to maximizing. Second, it is possible that children considered alternative strategies beyond probability matching. One such strategy could have involved considering how “off” the suggestions were. Although there were not any deterministic trials (i.e., trials in which one could know the correct rock with 100% certainty based on the suggestion), it is possible that participants were trying to discern such a pattern. Future research, that includes trial types that systematically vary on determinism, is needed to better understand children’s approaches.

Another feature that could have influenced strategy use was that the social learning context was ambiguous: children did not receive explicit information about the social agent’s intentions, past experience, competence, or knowledge state. As these characteristics influence bias to trust in testimony (e.g., Buchsbaum et al., 2011; Corriveau et al., 2009; Einav & Robinson, 2011; Koenig & Harris, 2005, 2007; Kushnir et al., 2008; Pasquini et al., 2007), it would be useful to better understand how uncertainty affects the extent to which children rely on such information. Examining individual strategy approaches (see the online supplemental material) can provide some insight into how children interpreted the social manipulation regarding their own goals in the task. Finally, individual differences also have the potential to affect strategy use resulting from the learner’s testimony bias (e.g., inhibitory control is associated with more bias to trust in testimony, Jaswal et al., 2014; see also Gilbert, 1991), attention to the underlying statistics (e.g., Browning et al., 2015), or both. Research related to individual differences would enhance our understanding of the complex interplay between the learner and the environment.

Limitations and Future Directions

We observed both similarities and differences in comparing the testimony and nonsocial cues. Differences between social and nonsocial conditions can be particularly difficult to interpret because of individuals’ inclinations to attribute agency to nonsocial cues (e.g., Heider & Simmel, 1944; Wang et al., 2019). One possibility is that children privileged testimony over nonsocial information. This view is in line with research suggesting that social cues can direct attention and action above and beyond nonsocial cues (Tummelshammer et al., 2014; Wu & Kirkham, 2010). Another possibility is that the differences were driven by the instructions. In other words, because participants were told that the nonsocial cue was incidental, perhaps they did not have any reason to think that the cue would help them find the reward. Despite this confound, participants in the reliable condition in both experiments used the cue. Yet, children could have been more willing to discount the nonsocial cue after having been told that it was not an intended aspect of the game.

There is a body of research on pointing gestures that suggests that pointing is a particularly strong cue for preschool age children and that these children may have a bias to search behind pointed locations (Palmquist et al., 2012; Palmquist & Jaswal, 2012). Evidence suggests that preschoolers are lured by pointers because they have difficulty overcoming a bias that these individuals are knowledgeable (as opposed to the alternate hypothesis that young children have difficulty inhibiting a response to the visual point
display; Palmquist et al., 2018). Considering these issues, the testimony versus nonsocial contrast could cut both ways: Following the testimony in Experiment 1 could be too alluring because it is pointer-based and children are given instructions that might prime them to use the cue, therefore inflating the differences between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Alternatively, Experiment 2 could be unintentionally social because the cue is not entirely random, therefore diminishing the differences between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Related to these distinctions is the broader consideration of what “counts” as testimony. Much of the testimony research has focused on verbal testimony (Sobel & Finiasz, 2020); however, children receive input from others via myriad avenues (e.g., on social media; Antheunis et al., 2013; Freberg et al., 2011; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010), in textbooks (Rey, 2012), and through nonverbal signaling (e.g., a parent simply pointing at a toy for the child to put away). Features that covary with the way input is conveyed could be meaningful for understanding when, why, and for how long children defer to others. For example, testimony provided in person could exert additional social pressure (e.g., to conform or follow a social norm), or it might increase the nonepistemic cues (e.g., the informant’s social identity, position of power) that intensify deference to testimony (Harris et al., 2018; Jaswal & Konrad, 2016). It is possible that having the confederate in the room with the child and either pointing (similar to Jaswal, 2010) or providing verbal testimony would have further amplified the bias to select the suggested location both in comparison to the nonsocial condition and across development.

In contrast to instances of verbal testimony, one feature of the current study is that the suggestion remains visible both during choice selection and during the presentation of outcomes. That the testimony cue remains visible (but without an in-person informant) may present a unique opportunity to treat the testimony as a single instance of data that can be compared against other data sources (Sobel & Kushnir, 2013). The complex nature of cues is precisely why investigations are needed to make headway in contrasting the mechanisms that underlie social learning and those that underlie nonsocial learning. We believe that the present research highlights an early step in this area of research.

Conclusion

Overall, this research provides evidence regarding lingering testimony bias across childhood. Children were sensitive to the reward structure and the statistics of the testimony. However, children had difficulty adjusting behavior when testimony was uncertain, and younger children were disproportionately likely to rely on testimony under uncertainty. Younger children were also more strongly influenced by initial testimony prior to an unexpected change, an effect that decreased with age. Through these experiments, we shed light on conditions that can strengthen bias to defer to testimony even when children are at ages in which they otherwise demonstrate rational behavior.
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